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EXHAUST SYSTEM FOR REDESIGNED 2015 CHEVY TAHOE AND
GMC YUKON NOW AVAILABLE FROM CORSA® PERFORMANCE
BEREA, Ohio – To improve the performance and fuel economy of the redesigned 2015
Chevrolet Tahoe and GMC Yukon, CORSA® Performance has engineered a new catback exhaust system for the 5.3L V8 engine of these full size SUVs. A leader in
aftermarket performance exhaust technology, CORSA systems are designed to create a
quicker, more efficient path for exhaust gases to escape, allowing the engine to
"breathe" better, so spent fuel and air exit the combustion chambers faster. CORSA
systems are crafted using a mandrel bend process for a smoother pipe surface and a
constant diameter through the bend for less resistance. CORSA test results show that
the new Tahoe/Yukon system provides a 53.71 percent improvement in airflow and
weighs seven pounds less than the stock system.
Featuring CORSA’s patented Reflective Sound Cancellation® (RSC®) technology
and tuned specifically for the Tahoe and Yukon models, the system’s Sport sound level
offers a subtle, high-performance exhaust note that growls at idle and provides deep,
robust sound under acceleration.
With an easy bolt-on installation, the CORSA cat-back exhaust system has a
single side exit design with four-inch Pro-Series tips, laser etched with the CORSA logo,
in either a polished finish or a black finish. Black Pro-Series tips feature Physical Vapor
Deposition technology which infuses the tips with a deep, reflective black film that won’t
chip, flake or peel and resists corrosion. All components, including clamps and hangers,

are crafted in the U.S. using high-quality 304L stainless steel to ensure the product’s
appearance won’t diminish over the life of the vehicle.
All CORSA exhaust systems are 50-state emissions legal and come with
a limited lifetime warranty, and include all necessary hardware as well as an illustrated
installation guide. CORSA also offers the same high-quality exhaust systems for 2002
through 2014 Tahoes and Yukons. For more information about exhaust systems and
CORSA’s selection of air intakes for 2009 through 2013 Tahoe and Yukon 5.3L V8
models, visit www.corsaperformance.com.
About CORSA Performance
CORSA® Performance is a leading brand of American-made premium exhaust
systems and air intakes for cars, trucks and SUVs from Berea, Ohio-based TMG
Performance Products. With an ISO 9001:2008-certified focus on quality, innovative
engineering, and a relentless drive to deliver cutting-edge products, CORSA
Performance offers some of the automotive aftermarket industry’s most advanced
exhaust and air intakes. For more information, call 800.486.0999 or visit
www.corsaperformance.com.
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